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and slowly slowly something will trigger in you

you are already carrying it

a deep remembrance

something within you will trigger

i trigger peoples vertical presence

in my innocent dance and few words…blah blah blah

but remember nothing is contained in the words

you can learn that water is h and 2 and o 

two drops of hydrogen…one of oxygen…

but you need to drink the water to know what is water

i am here to pour water into you

so please try to understand

and i welcome all you beautiful people

it will take some time

the time is only necessary because you do not know 

the inner innocence that you are carrying

that what you do not know is your innocent treasure

hidden within you

the moment you will know you will know that you really do not know

it is not something that you learn but something you unlearn

and the ultimate key is innocence

a deep silence

a total contentment

utter stillness

and carrying the taste of aah…the taste of innocence

next time we dance do not miss the opportunity to dance

i do not know an easier way

create a pool of energy 

take it higher and higher…come to the peak

stop

drink it down…let it settle

hence with me it will be a little different

you will become confused 

you are so used to learning

you are so used to adding

so used to becoming better

trying to be better

trying to change yourself

because nobody accepts you the way you are !

you have forgotten the inner language of transformation      

it will take some time to become acquainted

because you have been hypnotised

you have been lied to by all these teachers

that you are not enough unto yourself

i am here to show you clearly

that you are enough unto yourself

the buddha that is within you is sleeping

it is very easy to awaken it

you do not need to add anything…please !

you have too much knowledge !

you know too much !

drop it…forget it…it is not worth it

live this moment in its totality

and drink from this well…deeper and higher

the inner is utterly simple

so silent and innocent…

do not forget the inner search…

do not get lost in the outer…

you are trained to search outside

you are used to group leaders and therapists and informers

i have no information to give you so do not waste your time 

if you want to experience yourself and the taste of you

then come and dance with me
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